We thank God that some of you have taken advantage of these opportunities of our enemies' attacks, answering them with the truth and your open, honest and happy faces.

Of course not! For if they had been true, our enemies would have had us arrested!
We do not like to soil our fingers or pollute our minds with our enemies' customary lying and deceitful gutterwash, but some of them in attacking us have actually confessed their own crimes of abduction, kidnapping and involuntary incarceration of their own legally-aged children, and then the testimony of these same criminally-guilty parents is even brazenly used against us!

But dad, I am of legal age and I know what I want to do with my life!

I don't care what you say! You are not leaving this room till you come to your senses!!

How could he even rip up my Bible?

Who are the criminals? Have legally-aged youth no rights at all?

This is always the Devil's way of accusing God's innocent saints of the sins and crimes of which the Devil's own wicked ones are the most guilty!

This is going to be sensational! I'll make a lot of money $$$!!
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I want you to write that they kidnapped my daughter and tried to keep her against her will. That's why I'm keeping her locked up till she changes her mind.

And who are these parents and enemies? No one knows since they are unnamed! Therefore the so-called "crimes" which these faceless, shameless and false witnesses claim to be true, have to be placed as lies!

Because they cannot prove one single charge that they have made against us, nor one single thing illegally wrong with us, no matter how hard some of them have tried! - Because their lies just aren't so!
Mom... I wish I could tell you all the wonderful things that have happened in my life!

Son, I can hardly believe the change in you... I'm so thankful you have given up that old life!

But we have thousands of parents who are very happy with our work and glad that their children have been rescued from lives of drugs, vice, and uselessness, to be rehabilitated into decent, honest, clean, up-right, healthy and hard-working, useful members of society...

...who are trying now in turn to rescue other youth from their own former fate.

See... It says "If any man be in Christ, he is a new creature!" (2 Cor 5:17)

Wow... that's really what I need!

Who are you going to believe? The lies of these enemies of Jesus Christ? Or the truth that we can give you?

Why don't you come and see us for yourself if you really want to know the truth? We love you!

"If ye continue in My Word ye shall know the truth & the truth shall make you free!" (Jn 8:31-32)
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